












This paper reconsiders Aphra Behn’s texts from 
different perspectives by re-evaluating the important 
role of Catherine of Braganza in the English society and 
culture. The Queen, a Portuguese wife of Charles II, 
was unpopular as the sexual, political, social, cultural, 
and religious other/foreigner. However, royalist Behn 
highly values how Catherine’s persevering public 
presence secures the rightful succession of James II, 
while she represses her private desires and suffering. 
Aphra Behn did not overtly create a virtuous figure 
or peripheral female other, suggestive of the Queen, 
but might have covertly incorporated the qualities of 
Catherine into her plays. Thus, I would like to focus on 
Behn’s restriction of female sexual laxity in the public 
space in her libertine-centered comedies on the one 
hand, and her search for a valid male subject that could 
form, manage, and enrich the nation in the colonial-
staged tragicomedy on the other.
Aphra Behn’s experimental plot in her comedy 
sympathises with a suffering and persevering courtesan 
with a virtuous mind, which finally leads her to a 
social rise. Her private desires seem accepted in the 
public sphere only if they are limited and ruled by 
the male libertines’ (sexual) desires. Reconsidering 
the plot in terms of traits of Catherine indicates the 
playwright’s dilemma in positively and negatively 
representing libertine heroes and suffering courtesans 
as a mirror of anti-libertinism. In the public space of 
the colony, the possibility of a kingly figure to be a 
public hero is explored and finally denied, revealing its 
ineffectiveness because of his confusion of national and 
romantic matters. This might suggest the importance 
of Catharine’s suppression of her personal desires and 
seeking public interest. However, the text does not 
entirely approve such traits and ends with an indication 
of the necessity of a different form of governance. 
In short, Behn simultaneously evaluates the 
suppression and exercise of private desires and 
disapproves of them. Such ambiguous attitude toward 
the relationships between private desires and public 
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benefits in the private and public spheres implies 
Behn’s dilemma: supporting but questioning the 
traits of Catherine of Braganza and Charles II. The 
playwright fragmentally shows that, to synthesise 
public and private interests, the Queen’s perseverance 
or the King’s heroism will not suffice. A new form 
of governance must be sought. However, this was an 
untold story by Aphra Behn’s own hand.
SynopSeSvi 
The main aim of this study is to focus on Manston, a 
male villainous character in Thomas Hardy’s Desperate 
Remedies, and how he is manipulated by women’s 
desires that actually lead the Gothic plot of the text.  In 
the text, we can find a male rivalry plot and some other 
plots which are led by female characters’ desires.  In 
the male plot, we can see a traditional Gothic plot in 
which, after a confrontation, a male hero manages to 
rescue a heroine from a villain, and marries her.  In 
that case, Edward Springrove, the male protagonist, 
though at first lacking in some qualities as a traditional 
hero, gradually matures and finally establishes his male 
identity in society.  However, in Hardy’s text, it is not 
the hero’s action, but the heroine’s one that enables 
the hero’s final ‘success.’  Moreover, the villainous 
character is unable to act as he expects and is also 
utilized by the heroine to achieve her confidential desire 
of marriage to the hero.
In this essay, I reconsider the figure of Manston 
as a Gothic villain through the actions of four female 
characters: Miss Aldclyffe, Eunice, Cytherea, and 
Anne.  As a result, I want to reveal how the male villain 
is exploited by women’s desires in Hardy’s text, and 
suggest it as one of the features of Hardy’s sensation 
fiction.  In Hardy’s sensation fiction, male characters, 
either hero or villain, are not given the ability to control 
their narratives.  Men cannot entrap women as had been 
seen in traditional Gothic plots; in contrast, in Hardy’s 
text, women confine and victimize men in their own 
narratives.
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Thomas Hardy describes in his works how 
humans’ attempts to achieve their own happiness are 
frustrated by cruel fate. Therefore, Hardy has been 
very often regarded as a pessimist since the Victorian 
era. There can be no mistake that he is pessimistic, 
but according to the view that many critics now 
support, his pessimism is inextricably linked to the 
belief that the world can be made better by human 
effort. For him, depicting the worst situation in which 
humans are at the mercy of tragic fate is the first step 
in improving such a situation. This view that he is a 
pessimistic meliorist is quite convincing because he 
states clearly in an interview with William Archer that 
his practical philosophy is meliorism. However, in his 
autobiography, Hardy provides an explanation of his 
pessimism that does not fit into that view. In a passage 
headed “A Pessimist’s apology”, he, likening life to 
gambling, claims that “Pessimism (or rather what is 
called such) is, in brief, playing the sure game”: people 
will not be disappointed with anything and can lead 
easygoing lives by always pessimistically assuming that 
they will fall into the worst circumstances. This defense 
of pessimism cannot be attributed to his mere casual 
idea because the gambling motif, closely related to his 
concept of chance, is at the heart of his texts. 
In this paper, I shed light on an aspect of his 
pessimism which is different from meliorism by 
examining the significance of gambling and its 
metaphors in Hardy and then reinterpreting “A 
Pessimist’s apology”. Unexpectedly, to this end, I 
read A Laodicean (1881), a novel considered one of 
his most minor works, because none of his works lays 
emphasis on the gambling motif as much as this novel 
does. First, I start the discussion by clarifying how the 
motif is used in the novel. As is discussed in section 
two, though, what Hardy tries to describe in this novel 
is not gambling itself. Instead, depicting gambling as 
inseparable from finance, he considers gambling in the 
context of controversial debates about finance which 
recurred throughout the Victorian era. Throughout 
this era, sometimes referred to as the age of finance 
capitalism, on the one hand, finance capitalism got 
embodied as institutions and permeated into society, 
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but on the other hand, finance continued to be regarded 
as a game of chance, gambling, and unfavorably 
criticized. What Hardy places at the center of this novel 
is the problem of moral subjectivity that is unique 
to the financially capitalistic society where people 
become like gamblers: the dysfunction of the concept 
of the modern subject according to which people are 
responsible only for the actions they have chosen 
of their own free will. As I argue finally, Hardy’s 
pessimism is a response to this problem. In other words, 
his pessimism is a method by which people can be 
morally responsible subjects under finance capitalism 
which makes them like gamblers. Thus, this paper 
concludes that Hardy’s pessimism contains the ethics 
in the age of finance capitalism, which tells people to 
take responsibility for accidents, for what they have not 
done of their own free will.
